by Stephen Payne

Marthita began her studies at Andrews, she
was often asked a set of questions that is
common for students at Andrews University—
and at colleges and universities everywhere:
“What’s your name? What’s your major?”
As she began her freshman year, Marthita
was convinced that she totally knew the
answer to both of those questions.
But it turned out that what she thought
was the right answer to the second question
wasn’t actually the right one for Marthita’s
future.
In fact, when she marches with the
summer graduating class in 2015, she’ll have
changed her answer to that second question
three different times.
But she’s happy, and more importantly,
fulfilled by and dedicated to her final answer,
a bachelor’s degree in elementary education
that will put her on the path to becoming
an elementary school teacher, a plan for her
future that truly reflects her sense of calling.
The fact that Marthita’s found different
answers in her own life journey to that second
question—“What’s your major?”—isn’t a bad
thing. In fact, four out of five U.S. university
students change their mind and their plans
for the future before they graduate.
Marthita’s story, that statistic, and a new

set of questions to ask students has directly
inspired a significant and innovative new
program on the Andrews University campus—
Explore Andrews.
Explore Andrews is being designed to
directly help and inspire Marthita and many
other Andrews University students like
her. The creation and development of this
innovative new program has been guided by
Donald May, assistant provost for undergraduate initiatives and Andrews Core Experience,
who has been part of the Andrews family as a
faculty member and administrator for the last
35 years.

“The new Explore Andrews program is
designed to bring together various components of the academic experience, creating
an exciting, dynamic, exploratory environment for a student to explore the difference
between majors, career, job and calling,”
says May.
“We want to find answers for those questions by forming relationships with students
from day one at Andrews University,” says
Aaron Moushon, Explore program director and director of personal and career
development.
Aaron’s deep personal connection to the
University has been a driving force behind
his continued desire to work with young
people through Andrews University. His
grandfather, Joseph T. Krpalek, graduated
from Emmanuel Missionary College in 1952
after moving to America from his native
Czechoslovakia. Joseph was proud to send
all of his children to Andrews University,

Donald May (left), assistant provost for undergraduate initiatives and Andrews Core Experience, was the
guiding force behind the creation and development of the Explore Andrews program
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including Aaron’s mother, Cheryl Krpalek
(BA ’77), who met his father Richard Moushon
(BS ’77, MDiv ’86) while studying at Andrews
University.
As a third generation graduate of the
University, Aaron understands the profound impact Andrews has on its students.
“Andrews is really a part of my heritage, it’s
a part of who I am,” says Moushon. “It is an
honor for me to be able to continue a family
legacy and be a part of this special community. I am excited by this opportunity to
work with the newest generation of Andrews
alumni and help them understand their own
life journey as they study.”
Aaron began his career at Andrews working
in the Division of Enrollment Management
as the assistant director of Undergraduate
Admissions. In his seven years with the
University he has interacted with hundreds
of students at the beginning of their journey
with Andrews, making him particularly wellsuited for this role. In addition to his position
as program director, he will serve as the
primary academic advisor, guiding Explore
Andrews students as they choose foundation
courses that will strengthen their overall
academic journey, regardless of the ultimate
major or degree chosen.
“Explore Andrews is a program that’s committed to building relationships where we can
truly help our students understand their calling and then, most importantly, define and
fulfill that calling as it relates to their personal
strengths and God’s plans for their lives,” says
Moushon. “We want to ask students questions
like ‘What interests you?’ and ‘What do you
care about?’ and, ultimately, ‘What are the
possibilities for your life?’”
In the development of the Explore program,
it was clear why a program like this is so
crucial at Andrews University, and to students
working toward a university degree in the 21st
century.
In addition to the 80 percent of students
that change their plans and their majors while
they are studying at universities, as many as
four out of every ten students who enroll at
universities have not decided on a major in
those first few weeks of study, or perhaps even
first semester or two of attending college.
Even more so, students who apply and are
admitted to university without a declared
major are often less likely to attend, let alone
persist to graduation. Each year, undeclared
students make up one of the largest groups of
applicants to Andrews University. Although
these students are admitted to the University
at a similar rate as students with a declared
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major, less than one in eight enroll in the fall,
well below the typical freshman yield rate for
Andrews.
With those realities and challenges, Explore
Andrews will target and work with these
students while they are still in highschool,
still on a path of discovery and decision.
The process will begin by asking the right
questions and building relationships with
prospective students and their families.
Working with students while many of them
are still in high school, and many of them still
live at home with their families, is an important dimension for many students today who
may be the first in their entire family to attend
university. Providing those students, and their
entire families, with the information they
need to understand and succeed at Andrews
is a central part of the Explore Andrews
program and the students it impacts.
As students and their families prepare for
college and then when those Explore Andrews
students begin their studies at Andrews
University, the program will offer a specific
array of benefits to each student it serves:
Provide guidance to students and
families about college
Offer a safe place for students to
explore their options
Create awareness of multiple general
education options
Market a variety of academic programs
and options that match a particular
student’s strengths
Offer University-wide academic
advising
Match specific expectations to a
student’s academic profile
Connect values, goals and expectations
to a career and major
Clarify life calling
These program benefits will be supported
by Gina Gutierrez, who will connect Explore
Andrews students with appropriate academic
resources and advice they need to strengthen

their academic and life journey. Gutierrez also
serves as the general education and undergraduate initiatives coordinator.
Among the courses that students will
consider and choose are some that will relate
specifically to the idea of life calling—a detail
that is a profound and distinctive strength
for Explore Andrews students at Andrews
University, a Seventh-day Adventist university
where students are ultimately called to understand and fulfill not just a personal and career
focus, but God’s best plans for their lives.
Dwight Nelson, pastor of Pioneer Memorial
Church on campus, notes that, “What I
love about Andrews is that you get a critical
component here that you can find nowhere
else: an education that will lead you to your
Creator, deepen your relationship with Him
and put you in touch with His calling, which
then puts you on the pathway to your career.”
This idea of sharpening a plan and defining
a calling will be explored in two new Explore
Andrews-focused courses for students.
The first, Strengths-based College
Experience, uses a strengths-based framework to help each student successfully make
the transition to college life. It will offer thinking and learning skills to use in a complex
and multicultural world.
A second course, Exploration of Life
Calling, helps students define that idea of
a life purpose and calling—and once that’s
defined, use that as a tool to make decisions
and gain directions for their lives, both in
what they study at Andrews, and what they
do after they graduate.
Again, the goal of Explore Andrews is to
help each student the program touches to
understand and then to find or pursue that
calling.
Even though the program didn’t exist yet,
that’s exactly what Marthita did with the
support of caring advisors and teachers.
When her first choices of life plans and
majors didn’t fit, these mentors helped her
better define her academic interests and
then choose a major and degree that reflects
Marthita’s own life calling. As the Explore
Andrews program begins, Explore advisors

will work side-by-side with students and
other academic advisors in focusing on plans
and progress toward each student’s goals.
When Marthita graduates this summer
she’ll reflect the successful future that is the
ultimate goal for the important journey that
each future Explore Andrews student will
take. That journey includes finding and fulfilling a calling after they leave here, pursuing
a job, gaining experience, deepening perspectives and ultimately finding and choosing
a career. All of those goals, including the right
career, are things that Pastor Nelson notes
are ideally and ultimately in touch with God’s
calling for our lives.
As Donald May, Aaron Moushon and Gina
Gutierrez, along with Ruben Perez-Schulz,
assistant dean for the College of Arts &
Sciences, prepare to guide dozens, and
ultimately hundreds of students through

the Explore program on the most important
discovery process of their lives, they will be
asking some new and profound questions:
They’re going to start by asking each
student something like this: “What interests
you?” “What do you care about?” “What are
the possibilities for your life?”
The answers they’ll discover, along with
the advisors, mentors and friends that will
accompany these students at Andrews, will
ultimately be the right answers for these
students, right answers that will change
their world. n

andrews.edu/exploreandrews

Stephen Payne is vice president for Integrated
Marketing & Communication at Andrews University
and has a passion to help students discover their
true life calling.
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